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Technical Dashboard 
 
 
Market Long Term  Short Term  Key Support Key Resistance Notes 

S&P 500 

 

Uptrend   Range 2093.55 2075.76 2126 Mixed Signals 

Russell Failed Uptrend Range 1213 1183.85 1243 1249  Top Forming 

SX5E Downtrend   Uptrend  3572 3418 3700 3738 3744  Upside Limited 

VG1 Downtrend  Range 3544 3521 3418 3609 3638 3669 
3723 

Upside Limited 

GX1 Uptrend  Downtrend  11,403 11,164.5 11,403 11,650 11,757 
11,777 11,981 

12,049 Key 
Resistance 

FTSE Future Range Uptrend 6927 6907.5 6995 7045.5 
7081.5 

Bearish Candles  

N225 Failed Uptrend  Bearish Top 
 

18,927 18,587 19,779 20,252 Island Reversal  

 
 
 

The above table is designed to give a quick overview of trends and levels. Please see my 
comments on the individual charts below for a more detailed view. 

 

 

See below for a more detailed long and short-term view along with accompanying charts 
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S&P 500 Long-Term 
 

The index tested its long-term uptrend and 2050.5 Marabuzo support last month from where it rallied to finally 
make a print above the 2120 swing high. 
 
There had been some bearish signals over the last few months with a couple of Hanging Man candles and both 
MACD and RSI crossing down showing the slowdown in upward momentum. I have circled the last time that 
these both occurred at the same time with the ensuing move lower only too clear to see and the price action 
in April also left a small but bearish Inverted Hammer candle. 
 
However, despite all these bearish signals, with the uptrend still intact one would have to remain long with 
that trend in this time frame although a monthly close below 2067.63 would leave a Bearish Engulfing candle 
which I would see as a signal to be closing longs. 
 
S&P Cash Monthly Chart 
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S&P Cash Medium Term 

 

As with the monthly chart the uptrend remains intact and the index rallied nicely off that trend to finally manage a 

close above the 2120 swing, which had been proving a barrier to any attempt at a rally since March, but the move 

cannot as yet be classified as a clean break. 

The weeks’ price action also left the third consecutive Hanging Man candle, which are bearish signals despite the 

close near session highs, and there is still a lack of upward momentum. This is shown by the continuation of the 

bearish RSI divergence, and regular readers will remember that I had previously advised buying some downside 
protection into the last rally towards 2120 back in March as a result.  

 
There is still no real reason to be a short here based solely on this chart whilst the uptrend remains intact but I 

would still like to see a continuation of the move above the 2120 level to restore my faith in the rally. 

 

S&P Cash Weekly Chart 
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S&P Short Term 

 

I said in last weeks’ overview that ‘the price action next week may well prove decisive for the future direction of 

the market in both the short and medium term’ as the longer-term uptrend was soon to meet the 2120 resistance 

and clearly one or the other would have to fail. 

I would have expected upward momentum to increase on a failure of 2120 but the price action on Friday left a 

bearish Hanging Man candle similar to those on the weekly chart. There is still a lack of upward momentum, 
despite the uptrend remaining intact, and the proximity of that trend to current levels makes short-term 

positioning difficult. 

 
There is little upside in a short here as long as the trend, which sits at around 2094, remains intact and one would 

have to remain long on a medium-term view as a result. Short-term however the index needs to push on now 
that is has managed a closed above 2120 but Fridays’ candle suggests that this may prove to be a struggle. Again 

expect an acceleration of upward momentum on a clean break of 2126 and the price action at the start of next 

week may still prove crucial for the future direction of the market. 

 

S&P Cash Daily Chart 
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S&P Future Trading View 
 

Position Supports Resistances % Usual Position Size 

Flat 2117.75 2108.75 2103 
2105.75 2088.75 
2075.25 2062 2054 

2122.75 0% 

 

As on the cash chart the future remains in a long-term uptrend which sits just below the 2088.75 support and 
finally managed to break through the resistance at 2108.75 in Thursdays’ session. In my daily futures note I 

had been long as the uptrend and 2075.25 support held on the last pullback from that resistance but advised 

taking profits in to the last rally back to that resistance. 

There remains no real reason to be short here however as downside will still be limited whilst the uptrend and 
2088.75 support remain intact but the 120 min chart is already showing signs of being stretched here with RSI 

coming down out of ‘overbought’ and some indifferent candles towards the end of Fridays’ session. 

There is however an uptrend intact on that 120 min chart which sits at around 2105.25 making that a 
potential long-entry point for those with a very short-term view. Based on this daily chart however I’ll wait and 

see if the break higher is sustainable and it should be noted that the weekly chart posted its third consecutive 

bearish Hanging Man candle last week similar to those on the cash chart. 

 

ES1 Daily Chart 
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Russell 2000 (Cash) 

 

Monthly Chart 

 

Longer-term charts are still showing bearish signals from both MACD and RSI, which has remained the case over 

the last 5 months or so as the index traded in its sideways channel above the 1082.72 support. 
 

The index however ignored those signals in February to close at a new high with the price action also leaving a 

bullish candle. There move has so far been held in check by the underside of the previous uptrend and Marchs’ 
price action left an indifferent candle showing the indecision around current levels. 
 

With Aprils’ candle also confirming the lack of momentum I therefore still lack conviction on longs in this time frame 
and a move below 1213 may prove the catalyst for something far more sinister should it occur. 
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Russell Daily Chart 

 

The daily also shows the break above the 1213 level, which was the top end of the sideways channel in which the 
index had been trading since July 2014. 

 
The long idea on that break worked well but I suggested closing the position due to the bearish Island Reversal 
pattern which was confirmed on the gap lower on 17th April. The resulting move lower has taken the index below 
its short-term uptrend and downward momentum increased as expected on the failure of 1243 as a support. 
 
I expected 1213 to offer good support to a further move lower which proved the case as the index rallied off that 
support to close just above the 1243 resistance. 
 
Remember however that the weekly chart posted a Bearish Engulfing candle a couple of weeks ago 
which suggests that the recent move higher in that time-frame has come to an end and will offer 
resistance to any relief rally at 1249. I would still therefore suggest looking to sell such rallies whilst 
that resistance remains intact. 
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US 30 Year Bond Yield 
 

I don’t usually include bond yields in my weekly note but felt that the recent moves warranted some comment due 
to the recent moves. 
 
As with the Bund the sell-off in the US 30 year caused a spike in yields but that move is now looking stretched at 
current levels on a medium-term view as it reached a key resistance area last week at 3.12 which also coincides 
with the upper Bollinger band on this weekly chart. 
 
The weeks’ price action also left a bearish Shooting Star candle, despite closing higher on the week, as the 
resistance held and current levels should therefore prove a good long entry point, especially with the 
Ichimoku Cloud offering additional resistance to a rally, and the trend still remains lower in both the medium and 
long-term. 

 

Weekly Log Chart 

 

 
 

Europe Summaries Below 
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SX5E Medium Term 

 

I said in previous notes that the candle left as a result of the rejection of a move above the longer term downtrend 
would offer resistance to any attempt at a rally at 3744. With that level also coinciding with the long-term 
downtrend, I was happy to be short in this timeframe and look to sell any such rallies. 
 
The resistance held nicely when tested and, with further resistance on the daily chart at 3738 and not much in the 
way of clear supports until the 3516 Fib level, risk/reward remained to the downside. The sell-off finally found 
some support at the Fib level and 3495 gap from where it rallied but further upside will still be limited whilst the 
downtrend and 3744 resistance above remain intact and I will be looking to sell such rallies once again as a 
result. 
 
Even the long-term monthly chart posted a bearish Shooting Star candle at the downtrend last month and I see no 
reason to be a buyer in the medium or long-term whilst the downtrend remains intact, although a re-test of the 
resistances is still possible in the short-term. 
 
Weekly Log Chart 
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SX5E Cash Short Term 

 

The sell-off from the long-term downtrend found some support at the 38.2% Fib retracement level of the 
move higher since January 15th, posting a Bullish Engulfing candle on the rally from that level in Thursdays’ 
session. 
 
As a trading view I had been short all the way down and added on the failure of the neckline of the top 
pattern on 19th April, but failed to cover all of the position at the lows as there was no technical reason to be 
doing so at the time. The Bullish Engulfing candle would suggest that, on a short-term view, the supports will 
hold but the index remains in a downtrend channel in that time frame, the upper end of which sits at around 
3700, which will limit upside whilst it remains intact. 
 
With the longer-term downtrend and resistance just above there at 3738 I will be looking to sell 
into such rallies next week on a longer term view. 
 
Daily Log Chart 
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EU50 Future Trading View 
 

Position Supports Resistances % Usual Position Size 

Short 3578 3544 3521 3441 
3418 

3558 3578 3609 3633/38 
3669 3738/44 

25% 

 

Small and nimble has been the theme for short-term positioning over the last couple of weeks and I have flipped 
from short to long and then back to a short again over that time. 
 
The initial move lower was relatively easy to predict as the future had reached its long-term downtrend and 
downward momentum increased as a top pattern was confirmed on the failure of the neckline on 29th April. That 
pattern had a measured target of 3430 and the future came within a few points of there on 7th May when it posted a 
bullish Hammer candle. I reversed to a long as a result of that candle but the 3609 level capped the resulting move 
higher and there is still a cluster of resistances around 3600 which I pointed out in Fridays’ daily note. 
 
These are the 3598 Marabuzo from the weekly chart, the 50% Fib retracement level of the recent move lower at 
3605 plus that 3609 resistance just above. The future also remains in a short-term downtrend channel the top of 
which sits at around 3650 and I would expect a pop towards there should 3609 fail as a resistance. Such a failure 
would also confirm a short-term reversal pattern on the 120 min chart making it a good closing stop level on shorts. 
 

Daily Log Chart 
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DAX Future Medium Term View 

 

The sharp sell-off a few weeks ago had left a bearish Marabuzo candle which offered resistance at 12,049 and I 
had suggested selling rallies to that level in previous overviews and my daily note. 
 
The level held as expected with the resulting move lower taking the future to its medium-term uptrend which has 
so far held when tested. Signals are now mixed as the uptrend remains intact which would suggest further upside 
from here but both MACD and RSI remain bearish and any such upside will still be limited whilst that 12,049 
Marabuzo level remains intact. 
 
 
Weekly Log Chart 
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DAX Future Trading View 

 
Position Supports Resistances % Usual Position Size 

Short 11,403 11,164.5 11,161 
10,900  

11,603.5 11,650 
11,756.5  

50% 

Again small and nimble has been the theme here positioning wise as the move lower from the 12,049 resistance  

took the future to within a few points of the 11,164.5 support, where I was looking to cover shorts, last week. 
 

As with VG1 I flipped to a long, following the bullish Hammer candle in that session, before reversing to a short 

once again as a the rally failed to make any ground past the key 11,650 resistance along with bearish signals on 
the 120 min chart. In Fridays’ note I pointed out that 11,650 now coincided with the top end of a short-term 

downtrend channel making it a good sell level in that time-frame. The early rally made a session high a single 
point below there before drifting off to the 11,403 support and upside will still be limited whilst that downtrend 

channel remains intact. 
 

I’ll still look to cover shorts on an extended pullback to 11,161 but any further move lower may be restricted by 

the medium-term uptrend, which now sits just below current levels. Note also that a break above 11,756.5 
would confirm a bullish reversal pattern on the 120 min chart making it a good stop/reverse level in 

that timeframe on such a move. 

Daily Log Chart 
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FTSE Future Medium Term 

 

The future continues in its attempt to break higher but still lacks momentum, although had managed another 
weekly close above 6995 once again a couple of weeks ago. 
 
The price action in that week however left the second consecutive bearish Hanging Man candle, which was 
followed by a Bearish Engulfing candle last week, all off which would suggest that upside is limited from current 
levels despite a short-term uptrend remaining intact. 
 
MACD remains above its zero line but the lack of momentum is clearly shown by the fact that RSI has not been 
above its ‘overbought’ line (70) for well over a year! The monthly chart also posted a similar Bearish Engulfing 
candle back in March and I now see little value in a long here on a medium-term view as a result of all of these 
factors. 
 
In Fridays’ futures note I suggested a short on a close below 7011 as a medium-term trade which I update in my 
comments relating to the daily chart below 
 
Weekly Log Chart 
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FTSE Future Trading View 
 
Position Supports Resistances % Usual Position Size 

Short 6927 6907.5  6861.5  6995 7045.5 7081.5 25% 

 
The future continues to consolidate around the 7k level but has so far failed to hold any breaks above that level. 
 

Longer-term the future remains range-bound between support at 6669.5 and resistance around the 7k level making 
that an obvious range to be looking to trade. As I mentioned in my comments relating to the weekly chart above I 

opened a short on Fridays close below 7011 but in just 25% usual position size due to the fact that there is still an 

uptrend intact on this daily chart at around 6927 and there is also a support level just below there at 6861.5. 
 

I’ll look to add on a failure of 6861.5 as such a move would suggest an extended pullback towards the lower end of 
that 6669.5 to 7k range. 

 

Daily Log Chart 
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Germany 10 Year Bond Yield 

 
As with the US bond the recent correction spears stretched at current levels offering a good long entry-point.  

 
With any such consensual trade corrections are often exaggerated beyond the norm by market positioning but the 

price action over the last week or so would suggest to me that the move is now overdone. The daily chart posted a 

bearish Shooting Star candle around the 200 day Moving Average, although has since traded through there, and the 
120 min chart has already started to roll over with both MACD and RSI displaying bearish signals over the last week. 

 
The daily chart below shows that the downtrend remains intact just above the 0.715 resistance and I would prefer 

to be short yields here as a result. Note as well that, much like the US long bond chart above, the rally in yields has 

taken it close to its Ichimoku cloud resistance on the longer-term weekly chart. 
 

Daily Log Chart 
 

 

 

 
 
FX and Commodities Overviews Below      
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Crude (CL1) 

 

My comments from last weeks’ overview remain valid and the price action is so far following the arrows that I 

added at the time to show the likely piece action going forward. I would still look to buy a pullback to 54.17 on a 
medium-term view and my target of 66.35 remains intact in that timeframe. 

‘I had been bullish of crude since the break above the 54.17 level on 15th April which confirmed a  bullish Double 

Bottom reversal pattern on both the daily and weekly charts. 

 
The pattern has a measured target at 22.5% above the 54.17 level at 66.35 in the medium-term although a re-test 
of the neckline now looks a reasonably good possibility following the three-candle Evening Star reversal pattern 
towards the end of last week.  
 
The weekly chart also posted a bearish Shooting Star candle last week and upside from here should be limited in 
the short-term as a result. I added arrows to the chart below last week following the Shooting Star candle to show 
the likely price action should the pattern play out the way I expect. 
 
In my last SXEP sector update I had already suggested taking some profits on longs at a key resistance which was 
reached before crude turned lower and a similar move is currently underway in that sector.’ 
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Gold Daily Chart 

 

Gold remains in a medium-term downtrend and upside from here is therefore limited whilst that trend remains 
intact. 
 
In recent overviews I have recommended a short below the 1226.5 resistance and that view remains unchanged 
today. In last week’s overview I pointed out the support at 1180.5, which is also a key level on the longer- term 
weekly chart, suggesting at the time that it would make a good level to be taking some short-term profits. The 
level held when tested with the ensuing rally from there taking us back to 1226.5 and I would expect a pop higher 
towards the downtrend and 1273 resistance should that fail. 
 
Such a rally should provide another selling opportunity in the medium-term and it’s interesting that 
1273 now also coincides with the upper Bollinger Band on the weekly chart. 
 
Daily Log Chart 
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Copper Daily Chart 

 

The recent rally off the key support and longer-term uptrend at 238.5 will shortly reach a key resistance area 
around 299.4 which I would expect to cap upside in the short-term. 
 
This resistance area is where a medium-term downtrend coincides with an old low from 2011 which has proved 
reliable both as a support and resistance since that date.  
 
I would expect the downtrend to hold when initially tested but a break above there would also confirm a bullish 
reversal pattern on this daily chart which would suggest a sharp move higher. For the time being however I 
am happy to be short here in line with the longer-term trend and remain bearish of SXPP. 
 

 

 
 
 
FX One-liners Below  
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Dollar Index 

 

In similar vein to the recent bond yield moves any counter-trend moves in such consensus trades are often 
magnified due both to the lack of new buyers and others taking profits on long-held positions. 
 
This proved the case last over the last couple of weeks as the index rejected a move above the 99.39 swing 
high to sell off back below the 96.17 support (now resistance). The bearish signals had already been present 
on the longer-term charts with the weekly posting a Dark Cloud Cover pattern back in March and the monthly a 
Bearish engulfing at the same time. The index has so far failed to reach those levels since. 
 
The move below 96.17 on this daily confirmed a bearish Double Top reversal pattern but, in may last overview, 
I advised against a short as the long-term uptrend was still intact at around the same level as the 94.399 
support. I was using 94.399 as a stop level on short-term longs as a result which was triggered last week but 
the index is now approaching a key support area around 92.63 which I would be very surprised to see fail. 
 
That level also coincides with the 38.2% Fib retracement of the rally from the July 2014 lows and it was the 
failure of that level as a resistance back in January that proved the trigger for the sharp move higher at the 
time. I will be long there once again in small size to begin with and adding should the expected bullish signals 
start to appear on a test of that level. 
 
Daily Log Chart 
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EURUSD 
 
The move above 1.1098 confirmed a short-term bullish reversal pattern on this daily chart which suggests further 

upside from here. 

 
However on a longer-term view any such rallies to the downtrend and resistance at 1.164 remain good shorting 

opportunities. 
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USDJPY 
 
I’ve left this out of the last couple of overviews as it’s a dull chart at the moment with a lack of momentum but 

thought I’d just remind readers that I still have a long-term target at 134 which is based on a bullish continuation 

pattern on the monthly chart. 
 

The $ uptrend also remains intact on this daily chart at around the 115.56 support and 200 day Moving Average 
which should limit downside short-term. A break above 121.69 would also confirm a bullish continuation pattern 

here and I would be looking to add to $ longs should that pattern be confirmed. 

 

Daily Log Chart 
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Recommended Reading 

 

 
 

For a better understanding of the candle patterns in the above charts I would recommend a book written by a good 
friend of mine and award winning technical analyst Clive Lambert. 

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/CANDLESTICK-INTRODUCTION-Lambert-Jan-2009-
Paperback/dp/B00KLO7O2C/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553028&sr=8-4&keywords=clive+candlestic 

 
 

For an in depth study of technical analysis this book by John j. Murphy is widely recognized in TA circles as the 
bible. 

 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Technical-Analysis-Financial-Markets-
Comprehensive/dp/0735200653/ref=sr_1_sc_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553189&sr=8-1-

spell&keywords=tedchnical+analysis+of+the+financial+markets 
 

For more information on any point and figure charts the Jeremy du Plessis book below gives an in depth tutorial. 

 
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Definitive-Guide-Point-Figure-

Comprehensive/dp/0857192450/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1415553347&sr=8-
1&keywords=point+and+figure+charting 

 
 

 

 
Note that these are general comments about markets and the time frames may not 

always match your investment criteria. As always position sizing is more 
important than the ideas and levels. 
 
I always encourage clients to ask for chart views and asset allocation ideas that have 
been written specifically for them and their individual time frames and risk 
tolerances. 
 
If you would like to play any of these ideas through derivatives our options desk will 
be happy to suggest strategies. 
 
Important notice / disclaimer This material was prepared by Louis Capital Markets UK LLP , which is authorised and regulated 
in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) under ref 225544. This document must be treated as a 
marketing communication for the purposes of Directive 2004/39/EC as it has not been prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of research; and although Louis Capital Markets UK LLP is not subject to 
any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research, Louis Capital Markets UK LLP applies this 
prohibition through its internal systems and controls. The analyst or analysts responsible for the content of this marketing 
communication certify that: (1) the views expressed and attributed to the research analyst or analysts in the report accurately 
reflect their personal opinion(s) about the subject securities and issuers and/or other subject matter as appropriate; and, (2) 
no part of their compensation will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this 
research report. Louis Capital Markets UK LLP has effective organisational and administrative arrangements set up within the 
firm for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest with respect to research Recommendations, including 
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